Amazing Shabbat Race  HMCWar
Many of us spend lots of time on the couch on Shabbat. To honor this longstanding tradition, our race
will be couchtocouch.
Our baton will be a Shabbat candle!
Event

Location

Start!

Sitting on couch in Girls’ Lounge

Explanation

A runs to Flagpole outside school entrance
1. Sponge in a Bucket

Flagpole

B takes wet sponge out of bucket,
runs to the bench and squeezes
water into cup (each team has
one). When cup is filled...

B runs from Flagpole to school entrance, opens door with key card, then runs to picnic table next to
the security guard
2. Piece of cake!

Picnic table next to security guard

Using icing, C writes “SHABBAT”
on their piece of cake (make sure
to have the judges check it) and
then eats it. When finished...

C runs from picnic table to library
3. Left handed artist

Library

Using their left hand (or weaker
hand if a lefty) D draws the picture
and words she sees on the
whiteboard. After judges check D’s
piece of art...

D runs from Library to Lunchroom
4. Freshly squeezed OJ

Lunchroom

E juices oranges by hand and fills
a bowl. When bowl is filled to the
line, E says a shehakol loud and
clear, then drinks the OJ. E then
clearly says a boreh nefashot off
by heart and then...

E runs from lunchroom to the field behind the school
5. Paper airplanes

Field

F creates a paper airplane, stands
behind broomstick #1 and tries to
have it fly past the broomstick #2.
After completing the task...

F runs from the field to the Gym
6. Balloonapalooza

Gym

G blows up 3 balloons, ties them,
shoots 2 into a basketball net and
pops the third by sitting on it.

EACH TEAM WILL USE A
SEPARATE NET.
After popping the balloon...
G runs from the Gym to the outside of the Beit Midrash
7. Chayav Patur Mutar

Outside of Beit Midrash

H is handed this sheet and must
analyze each of the activities we
did so far in the race  are they
chayav (meaning that doing them
on Shabbat breaks Torah law),
patur (meaning that doing them on
Shabbat only breaks Rabbinic law)
or mutar (completely permissible
to do on Shabbat)?
Each incorrect answer will be
20 seconds!
After completing the sheet...

H runs from the Beit Midrash to the Girls’ Lounge
& sits down on the couch in the same spot that her teammate started from.

First H to the couch wins!
Red team judge = Rabbi Gordon
Blue team judge = Shir
Yellow team judge = Nadiva
Respect the calls of your judges!!!
Who is doing what for your team?
Every teammate has to do at least one thing.

